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Whittaker [i] established a suggestion for plane periodic orbits, described 
by a material point under the action of Newtonian centers of attraction. 
According to this suggestion a certain singular Integral, distributed on the 
surface bounded by the closed orbit, Is equal to the number of the attraction 
centers minus two. 

In the following, Whlttaker's formula Is generalized for more general 
force fields when the attraction force Is a certain function of distance, as 
well as for the force fields when the attraction by any center Is Inversely 
proportional to the nth degree of the distance. Such fields, In particular, 
were considered by Routh [2] and Llapunov [3] In the stability studies of 
the three body problem. 

1. Let a point M(x, v) of unit mass (m I) I), moving ln a plane force 
field created by 8 centers of attraction located at the points 
2 8) with the potentlais 

0, (3 - i, 
,.*., 

Vi=--AAj/rjn (Ai > 0) (1.1) 

perform a periodic motion by movlhg on a certain closed orbit c . If the 
differential e uatlon for the trajectory of plane motions c4] Is used, and 
If an angle $ X, ? v) formed by the velocity vector and the positive direction 
of the x-axis Is Introduced, then we obtain 

80. a0 
dq? = ay dX -- 

ax dy 

(0 = ln If2 (h - v (x, Y))) 

(1.2) 

It follows from Formula (1.2) that 
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Let us separate, inside the orbit 
cles 
(PIg.lJ~ Yn'tl2 2 

c , small regions bounded by the 

'**' 
k) with small radius f: and with centers at 

us obtained nonsimply connected region a* bounded 
contour r (contour r consfstes of the contour E and the contours 
traversed so that the region CT* reamains at left), the function 

(1) (z, !/) -= In I'2 (h - V (5, Y)) 

cir- 
01 

by the 

y1 

will be continuous with a doubly continuous derivative and, consequently, 
on the strength of Green's theorem we get 

Decreasing the radii of the y circles which enclose the attraotlon cen- 
ters o,, and passing to the limit for p 

+!ii"t!he contour 

- 0 at the right-hand side in 
we get an Integral distributed over the entire surface a bounded by 

c and, consequently, on the strength of (1.3) there results 

'TC- i J,=- \i A(D(z,y)drdy 
L (1.5) 

j --I (0) 
where 4 is the number of attraction centers located inside the orbit, and 

Let us express the expansion of the potential V in the neighborhood of 
the singular point 0, taken as the origin of the coordinates 

I' (f) = - Aj / rn + 1’1 (r) (Aj>O) 

Here V,(r) is an integral function of r . Utilizing the expression for 
the func';ion cD(x, g) it is not difficult to obtain the expessions 

(I! 
- ?lA,X(l + 0 (r”“)) BX = 

= 

- -- 
A WET’) (ft +  Aj / P - VI (r)) 

.&Jr’ i- f * f 

(I),, = 
- rzAjfy (1 + 0 (PA’)) “Y -= 

2r”*’ (II + Aj / r” - VI(r)) 
-jr” -i- - . 

where o(rn+' ) denotes terms of the Fe+l order of magnitude. Using these 
expansions we obtain 

Jj = lim 4 
4 

r-b0 2r (y.) 
(*.dy-gYx)==Jm 

(1.7) 
I 

and, consequently, on the strength of (1.5) we obtain the generalized Whit- 
taker's formula 

1 
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(a) 

For the Newtonian attraction force field n = 1 and Pormula 
becomes Whittaker's fcrmula. It Is worth noting th:t Formula (1. $ 

1.81 
) is valid 

for the fractional values of n as well. 

2. It is not difficult to see that Formula (1.8) also retains its form 
in the case when the potentfal Y, of the attractlon center 0,(X,, VI) 1s 
a more general expression 

,I-, ./ 

In particular, the potential of such a form, will be for the points lying 
in the equatorial plane of a spheroid if the mown C5] expansion of the 
potential for the spheroid is an incomplete series. 



Thus, for example, If the orbit of an equatorial satellite of the Earth 
is considered, then the potential V , accurate to terms of first order of 
magnitude with respect to Earth oblateness, Is of the form V = A/F + I?/+‘. 
The fields of the form (2.1) are also used in atomic physics where the elec- 
tron m tion in the field of a nucleus is considered when studying the fine 
spectral structure [7]. 

For the potential V(x, v) of a f-e field formed by all the centers of attrac- 
tion 0, (,j = 1, 2, . . . . 8) with the potentials 
the neighborhood of some singular point 

V, (2.1), the expansion In 

coordinates, will be of the form 
0,, taken as the origin of the 

nA 
V(r) = 2 .++ VI(~) (2.2) 

m=1 r 
where r is the distance from the point M(x, y) to the center of attraction 
0,) and V,(P) is an integral function of r . Proceeding as in the case 
for the attraction centers with potentials 
generalized Whittaker's formula (1.8). 

V, (l.l), we again obtain the 

3. Let us consider the fields formed by the logarithmic potentials 

Vj = Aj In rj (rj = 1/(z - ZjY + (Y- YjYi (3.1) 

Since for the potential V = VI+ . . . + V, the expansion in the neighbor- 
hood of some attraction center 
dinates, is of the form 

0, which is taken as the origin of the coor- 

V(r) = Ai In r + V, (r) (3.2) 

where V,(r) Is an integral function of r . Therefore 

@ 

- Pjxfi + 0 PI) 

Ei 

-Ap 0 + O(r)) 

x - 2r*(h-AAilnr-VI(r)) ’ @ 21 2ra (h - Aj In r - VI (r)) 

where O(r) denotes terms of order of magnitude r , and the integral (1.6) 

Aj(XdY-Yh) JCAi 

2ra (h - Aj In r - VI (r)) =F+: h-AAilnr-VI(r) =’ (3.3) 

Consequently, on the strength of (1.5) and (3.3), the generalized Whit- 
taker's formula becomes 

1 
2T ln{h-V((z, y)}dzdy=-2 (3.4) 

I.e. for the case of a field formed by logarithmic potentials, the Integral 
considered retains a constant value and is independent of the number k of 
the attraction centers 0, located inside the closed orbit c . 
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